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Pigeons (Columba livia) Learn to Link Numerosities With Symbols
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After responding to each element in varying, successive numerosity displays, pigeons (Columba livia)
had to choose, out of an array of symbols, the symbol designated to correspond to the preceding number
of elements. After extensive training, 5 pigeons responded with significant accuracy to the numerosities I
to 4, and 2 pigeons to the numerosities I to 5. Several tests showed that feedback tones accompanying
element pecks, the familiarity of element configurations, and the shape of the elements were not crucial
to this performance. One test, however, indicated that the number of pecks issued to the elements was
important for numerosities above 2. An additional test confirmed that the birds chose the, symbol that
corresponded to a particular numerosity rather than the positions that the symbols had held during
training.

events has often been controlled to ensure that the animals discriminated on the basis of number and not just time. Other authors
have investigated whether animals would discriminate relative
differences in the number of responses they emit (Fetterman, 1993)
or would be able to produce specified numbers of responses (e.g.,
Koehler, 1937; Platt & Johnson, 1971; Xia, Siemann, & Delius,
2000; Zeier, 1966).
Hooded crows were able to acquire a generalized matching or
oddity concept when stimulus sets consisted of black or white
cards, Arabic numerals (used as shapes), or numerosity arrays
(Smirnova, Lazareva, & Zorina, 2000). In the latter stimulus sets,
the color, shape, and positions of the individual items differed
between the sample and matching comparison arrays while they
shared the same numerosity . These birds successfull y transferred
their discrimination to stimulus sets consisting of novel Arabic
numerals as well as to novel numerosity arrays with values of 5-8
instead of 1-4 that they had encountered earlier. Note, though, that
the crows were not trained to match numerical symbols to array
values.
Another kind of numerical task that more closely approximates what humans do when they count requires an imals to
form associations between the cardinal numbers of item s in
given sets and arbitrary symbols assigned to each numerosity
sel. Chimpanzees are capable of associating in a one-to-one
fashion Arabic numerals with sets of items containing one to six
elements (Matsuzawa, 1985) and even zero to eight elements
(Boysen, 1993). An African Grey parrot has also learned to
label sets of up to six items by vocalizing the appropriate
number in an approximation of English for the quantity present
in the set (Pepperberg, 1994). Extens ive training was required
before these animals cou ld master these associations between
symbols and numerical quantities. However, because their
training with numbers was interwoven with other learni ng
tasks, it is difficult to say how many training trials were

Numerical abilities in animals have attracted the interest of
students of behavior since early on, not least because they were
thought to represent evolutionary antecedents of human nonverbal
counting abilities (Butterworth, 1999; Dehaene, 1997). Several
avian and mammalian species have accordingly been examined
with a variety of numerical tasks (e.g., Boysen, 1993; Davis &
Albert, 1986; Davis & Perusse, 1988; Koehler, 1949; see Rilling,
1993, for an overview). Some researchers have looked at animals'
ability to discriminate the numbers of items in sets of simultaneously displayed elements (e.g., Emmerton, Lohmann, & Niemann, 1997; Koehler, MUlier, & Wachholtz, 1935; Thomas,
Fowlkes, & Vickery, 1980). In other experiments (e.g., Honig &
Stewart, 1989), birds had to discriminate the proportions of different types of elements intermixed within an array. In all these
studies with simultaneously displayed items, the animals did not
necessarily have to discriminate the precise number of elements.
Rather, they had to judge relative differences in numerosity. This
was also true of studies in which animals had to make choices
based on the relative numbers of sequentially presented stimuli in
a series (Alsop & Honig, 1991; Fernandes & Church, 1982;
Roberts, Macuda, & Brodbeck, 1995; Roberts & Mitchell, 1994).
In studies that use sequential presentation, the temporal duration of
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necessary to specifically master the use of numerical symbols
(see Boysen, 1993; Pepperberg, 1987).
Studies with primates have further demonstrated their ability to
respond to symbols that were assigned to specific numbers of
items. For instance, a chimpanzee learned to use ajoystick to move
the cursor around on a computer screen. If a numeral between I
and 4 appeared on the screen, the chimpanzee first had to move the
cursor to the numeral. Then it had to use the cursor to point
successively at a corresponding number of boxes on the screen
before pointing once more at the numeral to obtain a reward
(Rumbaugh & Washburn, 1993). Rhesus monkeys have been
trained to choose between two Arabic numerals to obtain a food
reward containing a number of pellets corresponding to the numeral chosen. Training involved different combinations of numerals between 0 and 9, and the monkeys tended to choose the
numeral representing the larger quantity of reward (Washburn &
Rumbaugh, 1991). Similarly, squirrel monkeys have learned to
choose Arabic numerals to obtain the corresponding number of
food items. The numerals were 0, I, 3, 5, 7, and 9. The monkeys
chose the larger numerical value in pairs of numerals and also the
largest value among sets of four numerals (Olthof, Iden, & Roberts, 1997). Although there is evidence that animals are capable of
associating symbols with absolute numbers of items, this ability
has mostly been demonstrated in primates and in an African Grey
parrot, a species that is generally considered more intelligent than
the pigeon.
In the experiments we now report, pigeons were trained to link
sets containing from one to five visual elements with five corresponding letter symbols. Subsequent tests explored the stimulus
characteristics on which the pigeons based their choices.
Experiment I

Method
Subjects. Eight adult pigeons (Columba livia) of local stock were used.
They were housed in individual cages in a well -ventilated and brightly
illuminated ( 12-hr light- dark cycle) room. The pigeons had free access to
water and grit but were kept food deprived at 85% to 90% of their
free -feeding body weight.
Apparatus. A conventional conditio ning chamber (33 X 34 X 33 em)
was used. One wall consisted of the face of a flat -screen computer monitor
(28 X 20 c m, Zenith , Glencoe. IL) that was protected by a 2-mm thick
glass plate and eq uipped with an infrared touch screen (Carroll Touch,
Round Rock, TX). A 6.5 X 6.5-cm stimulus field was defined and centered
withi n the dark monitor face 15 cm above the floor of the chamber. It was
invisible during the shaping phase. but later it was shown framed by a
white outline. Pecks within that field were detected and located by the
touch screen with a 3 x 3-mm resolution. Two li ghts bulbs (2 W) that
served as houselights were both located 19 cm above the floor midway on
the left-hand wall. A solenoid-operated grain dispenser was situated on the
roof of the chamber. When activated, it delivered millet grains into a
receptacle (5 .0 em diameter, 3.5 cm high) located to the right of stim ulus
fie ld (6 em from the right-hand wall. 6 cm above the floor). A ll experi mental eve nt s were controlled and recorded with a' personal computer
(Highscreen, Vobis. Munich, Germany) provided with a digital interface
(Plu g-In ) and a program written in QuickBasic ( 1987).
Shaping. Using an autoshaping procedure. we first trained the pigeons
to peck stimu li displayed on the monitor. Each daily session lasted 30 min.
The houselights were con tinuously on. A single trial started with the
presentation of a red-filled circle (2.7 cm diameter). If no response occ urred, it ex tinguished after 8 s and six to eight grains of millet were

delivered . If the pigeon pecked anywhere (ea rl y sess ions) or pecked the
circle (later sessions) during the stimulu s period, the circle was immedi ately removed. and the food reward was given. An intenria l interval lasting
30 s followed during which the monitor was dark . The n the next trial
followed. Once a pigeon had pecked in 50% of the trials of a session. the
intcrtrial interval was reduced to 5 s. and the stimulus presentation was
increased to 100 s for the next session. AUlOmatic rewards ceased, and only
pecks to the stimulus or in its vicinity (wit hin a tolerance of a 2-mm wide
annular surround) were reinforced. Once the pigeon pecked correctly in
80% of the trials of a session . the diameter of the target stimulus was
reduced by 0.5 cm for the next session. This was repeated until the pigeons
fulfilled the criterion of responding accuratel y on 80% of the trials with a
stimulu s of 0.7 cm diameter. Six out of the 8 pigeons reached this final
stage after 15 to 25 sessions. The remaining 2 pigeons did not reach the
criterion within 50 sessions and were not tested.
Stimuli. The numerosity stimuli used for traini ng consisted of between
one and five elements displayed on the monitor within the 6.5 X 6.5 cm
stimulus field now framed by a white outline. These elements were 0.7-cm
diameter, red-filled circles shown on a black background (Figure I). To
begin with, each element bore a central black dOl (0.3 cm diameter). For
each numerosity, the circles could appear in 10 different spatial configurations within the stimulus field. 11le number symbols were the leuers A,
B. F. G, and H in red color. 11lese letters were assigned in a one-to.one
manner to the numerosities I. 2. 3, 4. and 5 and were selected as symbols
because they had more similar areas and form complexities than the
corresponding Arabic numerals. 11ley were 0.9 em high, positioned within
white outline circles of 1.5 cm diameter on 0 blllCk background. and
arranged within the stimulus field as shown in Figure I. During the initial
stages of the experiment. the stimulus field only included the symbols that
were relevant at a particular stage.
Training. Pigeons were trained to associ8le the numerosity" stimuli
with the number symbols using a successive symbolic matching-to-sample
procedure. Training was divided into blocks of trials. The number of trials
per block was initially 6O,Iater 80, and finally 100 trials. The daily sessions
consisted of two blocks of trials (Table I) . A trial stoned with the display
of a quasirandomly chosen numerosity stimulus. When the pigeon pecked
an element of the array, the computer issued a brief audible feedback tone
(0. 1 s, 1.8 kHz). and the black central dot was removed, leaving that
element filled with the red color. Any funher pecks on this element had no
consequences. The pigeons were required to peck each of the stimulus
elements at leas! once, that is, until they had removed the black dot from
all of them. The numerosity stimulus was then replaced by the symbol
array. If the birds pecked the symbo l corresponding to the number of
elements it had pecked before. the symbo l array extinguished and reward
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Figure I. Examples of the numerosity and symbol stimu li used during
training in Experiment I. The arrows indicate the correct symbols for the
numerosity stimuli illustrated on the left side.
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Table I
Conditions That A pplied During the FOlIr Tra ining Stages oj Experiment I

Stage

Numerosities

Sy mbol s

I
2

1,2
1, 2,3
1,2, J, 4
1, 2, J, 4, 5

A, B
A, B,F
A,B,F,G
A,B, F,G, H

3
4

Chance
leve l ( 0/0 1
50

JJ
25
20

was delivered. A feedi ng period of 3 s followe d . If the pigeons pecked an
incorrect sy mbol, they were pena li zed with 5 s of darkness. The s ubsequent
tri a l was the n a correcti on trial in which exactly the same numerosit y
configuration was presented agai n. Correc tion tria ls were repeated until the
pigeon c hose the correct symbo l. These correction tria ls were ignored.
however, w he n the tria ls we re counted and discrimination accuracy was
scored .
S tage I o f tra ining involved on ly the numerosity stimuli with one and
two e lements and the correspondi ng sy mbols A a nd B (Table I). The nex t
stage began for each an imal a fte r it responded to each numerosity wi th
70% or more correct tria ls over two s uccessive blocks. The numerosity
stimuli I to 3 and the corresponding symbols A, B. and C were used in
Stage 2. and a criterion of 60% correct trials was set. Stages 3 and 4
followed and were run according to the entries shown in Table I. Durin g
cach stage. the various numerosity s timuli (wi th each numerosity in 10
d ifferent di splay configurations) were presented with equal freq ue ncy.
Each numerosity. in all its configurations, was s hown three times per block
in Stage I and twice per block in Stages 2 to 4. Numerosities occurred in
II quasirandom sequence across trials, a nd the same stimulus configurati on
was shown no more than twice in a row. T he accuracy criteria (Table I)
were a ll chosen to guarantee a performance amply better than fJ < .0 I
above c hance level according to the binomial distribution.

Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the cumul ated number of trials that pigeons
needed to reach the criteria associated with the various training
stages. Table 2 summ arizes the average number of trials to criteri on for eac h stage as well as the percentage of correct responses
fo r the vari ous numerosities for the last four criterion blocks. Fi I'e
pigeons met the trainin g criterion of Stage 3 and so learned to
assoc iate th e four numerosities I, 2, 3, and 4 with the corresponding four sy mbol s A, B, F, and G. A ll of the 6th pigeon's data were

C ri te rio n (% )

Trials/ bl ock

Blocks/sess io n

70
60
52
50

60
60
80
100

2
2

2
2

exc luded because thi s bird re peatedl y fa iled to compl ete sessions
within a time limit of 2 hours. Two birds out of the remaining 5
reached the criterion corresponding to Stage 4. where each of fiv e
numerosities had to be linked with one of five symbols. T he
other 3 pigeons were late in completing Stage 3 and so did no t
participate in Stage 4. Stage 4 took place aft er the 2 pigeons had
completed most of the tests of Ex peri ment 2.
Figure 3 shows the mean distribution of res ponses to the sy mbols A, B, F, and G as a function of the num eros ity s timulus that
had been presented. Means were based on data from the last four
criteri on blocks of Stage 3, averaged over all 5 pigeons. Suc h an
analysis was not meaningful for Stage 4 because with only 2 birds
participating in this stage, insufficient data were available. T he
analysis shows that when the birds erred they tended to choose the
sy mbols that neighbored on the numerosity value of the correct
symbol rather than on the spatial locati on of that sy mbol. If the
birds had based their choi ces on spatia l pro ximity to the correct
symbo l (see Figure I) then on G( = 4) correct trials, for example,
they should have distributed their choices in accordance with G( =
4) > B( = 2) > F( = 3) "'" A( = I), whereas they actually distributed them in accordance with G( = 4) > F( = 3) > B( = 2) >
A( = I).

Experiment 2
This experimen t consisted of a number of tests desig ned to
cxamine the ro le of several cues that could have in fl uenced the
performance reported in connection with Experiment I. Exce pt fo r
the fina l one, these tests immedi ate ly followed the co mpleti on of
Trainin g Stage 3 of the previous ex periment.

M eth od
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Subjects alld apparatus.

The sa me pigeon s and the same c ham be r were

used as be fore.
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10000
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stages
Fixu re 2. Experime nt I: Cumulated number of trials that the vario us
pi geons (see legend) needed to reach the criteria associated with the four
training stages .

Procedure. S ix tests of varying des igns were run. Tab le 3 provides an
o verview; the de tails a re ex plaine d in the followin g sections .
No toil e. During Experiment I , a peck on a given element of the
numerosit y stimulus had yielded a feedback tone in additio n to the remova l
of a b lack dot from the cente r of the clement. A tes t session was conducted
in which the tone was omi tted. This test assessed w hether the pi geo ns were
rely in g on countin g thi s aco ustic sig nal. T he 5 pi geo ns th at had co mple ted
Tra ini ng S tage 3 were eac h exposed to a single test session consis ting of 80
trials. T hese tri al s involved the presen tatio n of the numerosi ty s timu li I.
2. 3. o r 4 in a quasi ra ndom order (20 tri als per stimu lus) and the di s pl a y of
Ihe array cont aining the symbols A , D, F, and G . 1'<0 acoustic feedbac k for
pec ks on the numeros ity sti mulu s c le ment s (red c irc les) was g iven. Otherwi se a ll condi tio ns. includin g ext in gui shing the ce ntra l black dot. were
the same as in Training Stage 3.
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Table 2

Average Percentage of Co rrect Responses During the Final Two Sessions of Each
of the Training Stages of Experiment J
Numerosities/% correct trial s
Stage

n

Trials t.o criterion (M)

I = A

2 = B

3 = F

4 = G

5 = H

I

5
5
5
2

3,720
6,510
16,260
18,000

74.8
86.4
72.0
68.0

75.4
63.2
60.0
64.0

71.0
59.0
6 1.0

62.0
56.0

70.0

2

3
4
Note.

Numbers in Columns 4 - 8 represent percentages. n

Nell' configurations. S.o far, each .of the numerosity stimuli had been
presented in 10 different spatial c.onfigurati.ons. Because the birds had
extensive experience with these c.onfigurations and pige.ons are kn.own to
have a capaci.ous mem.ory f.or visual patterns (Fersen & Delius, 1989), it
was poss ible that these birds had learned to discriminate the c.onfigurati.ons
rather than their numerosities. A test with new spatial c.onfigurati.ons was
thus perf.onned.
Bef.ore the test proper started, the pige.ons were exposed t.o between f.our
and six sessi.ons that were run exactly as th.ose .of Training Stage 3 with the
f.oll.owing excepti.on: T.o familiarize the birds t.o a m.odified procedure, we
did n.ot reinf.orce a rand.omly ch.osen fifth .of the trials. Instead, b.oth c.orrect
and inc.orrect symbol ch.oices led directly t.o the next trial. During these
trials, ac.oustic feedback was given, but there were n.o c.orrecti.on trials.
Each .of the f.our proper test sessions that foll.owed c.onsisted .of I ()() trials.
Of these, 80 followed the same procedure as in Training Stage 3 and
inv.olved the familiar numerosity stimulus c.onfigurations. The .other 20
trials that were randomly inserted, n.ot reinforced, and n.ot c.orrected in v.olved five new spatial c.onfigurations for each numerosity.
Novel elements. Alth.ough the pige.ons were able to estimate the numerosity .of the relevant stimuli, they might have been able to d.o this only
when the stimuli involved the standard elements used during training. New
numer.osity elements instead .of the standard circles were introduced t.o test
whether thi s applied.
The test consisted .of three series .of four test sessi.ons eac h. Each sess i.on
c.onsisted .of 80 training trials and 20 unreinf.orced test trials as described
ab.ove , but they included the standard and n.ovel elements, respectively. The
three series differed in that the first inv.olved squares, the sec.ond trian gles,
and the third butternies as n.ovel numer.osity stimulus elements. The
elements arc illustrated in Figure 4 and were shown in red c.ol.or. They were
selected t.o be .of vari.ous areas and perimeters (0.7 -cm diameter circles:

100
80

'"
Q)

'"c

60

number of pigeons that reached criterion.

area = 290 pixels, perimeter = 50 pixels; squares: area = 289 pixels,
perimeter = 64 pixels; triangles: area = 252 pixels, perimeter = 60 pixels :
butterny: area = 417 pixels, perimeter = 91 pixels; and cross [used in next
test] : area = 370 pixels, perimeter = 88 pixels). Similar t.o the training
circles, these test elements included a central black d.ot until the pige.ons
had pecked at them .once. They were presented in five of the famili ar
c.onfigurati.ons per numer.osity. The same c.onfigurati.ons were used f.or all
three types .of n.ovel elements.
Heterogeneous stimuli. This test was designed to clarify why the birds'
perf.onnance deteri.orated when n.ovel elements f.ormed the numerosity
stimuli. It consisted .of three successive phases, Test I, training, and Test 2.
The frrst phase served t.o establish a baseline perf.onnance unaffected by
any training and c.onsisted .of f.our sessi.ons. There were 80 training trial s
and 16 unreinf.orced test trials per sessi.on. In the test trials, 16 n.ovel
numerosity stimuli made up .of heterogene.ous elements were presented (see
b.ottom .of Figure 4). F.or each .of the numerosities I t.o 4, f.our different
stimuli were constructed fr.om the elements circle, square, triangle, cr.oss.
and bunerny.
In the sec.ond training phase, trials were similar t.o th.ose .of Stage 3 .of
training except that the h.om.ogene.ous numerosity stimuli were c.omposed
.of either the squares, triangles, crosses, .or butternies (see t.op .of Figure 4 l.
In each sessi.on, there were 20 trials with each element type in rand.om
order. This training lasted until the birds reached a criteri.on .of 50% trial s
c.orrect in tw.o successive sessi.ons .on each numerosity (a significance leve l
.of p < .01 .on bin.omial tests). The third phase c.onsisted .of f.our retest
sessions that were identical t.o th.ose .of the first phase, including the use .of
the same heter.ogene.ous test stimuli.
Abbre"iared presentation. In all the previ.ous phases, the pige.ons c.ou ld
have c.ou nted the elements .of the numerosity stimuli .or the pecks they
made t.o these elements. This test was intended t.o eliminate the latter
alternative. It c.onsisted .of f.our sess i.ons. Each sessi.on inc.orp.orated 80
training trials and 20 test trials. The training trials were c.onducted like
th.ose .of Stage 3 training sessi.ons in EKperiment I. Per numerosit y, 10
different c.onfigurati.ons .of circle element stimuli were presented in the test
tri als .of all f.our sessi.ons. During these trials, a single peck at any elemen t
.of the numeros ity stimulus brought .on the premature rem.oval .of the
numer.os ity stimulus and the immediate presentati.on .of the A, B, F, and G

0

a.

'"

~
:oR

40

Tab le 3

Experiment 2: Summary of Tests

0

20

Test

0

A

B

F

G

symbol
Figure 3. Experiment I: Mean percentage .of distributi.ons of the resp.onses t.o the numerical sy mb.ols A, B, F, and G as a functi.on .of the
numer.osity stimulus previ.ously presented.

2
3
-l

5
6

Descript i.on

Sessi.ons

N.o t.one
New config urati ons
N.ovel elements
Heter.ogene.ous sets
Abbreviated presentati.on
Symbol locati.ons

4
12
4
4
20

I.

Trials/sessi.on
80
100
100
96
100
48
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symbol required and then to compl ete the trial by pecking at an adjacent
blue rectangle. Because the pigeons were large ly unsuccessful at thi s
secondary task , we do not report any results later. But note that thi s
additional procedure is unlike ly to have interfered with the initial pan of
each trial in which the symbol locations were varied when the birds had to
choose between symbols.

Results and Discussion

•

•

•

•

A

Figure 4. Examples of new homogeneous and heterogeneous configurations used during Experiment 2.

symbols. Choices of the symbols were neither rewarded nor penalized but
led directly to the next trial.
Symbol locatiol/s. Previously, the locations of the number symbols
within the stimulus field were always constant. To substantiate the analysis
described in connection with Figure 3, we used this test to examine whether
the birds had learned to associate a given numerosity with a specific
symbol rather than with its standard location (cf. Figure I). So the test
checked whether the birds could still correctly choose the symbol that
matched a given numerosity stimulus when a correct and an incorrect
symbol were offered in varying locations. The test was carned out about I
year after the abbreviated presentation test was completed. Only the 4
pigeons that were the first to complete that test participated. In the meantime, these 4 birds had taken part in a response production experiment
described in detail by Xia et al. (2000). It involved their learning to peck
a precise number of times, between one and four, as indicated by the
particular sy mbol presented to them on a given trial. After that, the pigeons
had spent about 9 months in an outside aviary before they participated in
the prese nt test.
The procedure resembled that used in Stage 2 of training, except that
only six different configurations for each of the three numerosities I , 2,
and 3 were used. Also, only two of the correspond in g numerosity symbols
(A, B, or F) were presented simultaneously within each trial. The correct
one a lways corresponded to the numerosity of the stimulus presented
immedi ate ly before. The other, incorrect symbol corresponded to either
one of the two numerosities not presented in the particular trial. The
positions Of the two symbols varied randomly among the nine possible
fixed locations within the stimulus fie ld. During the first five sessions,
choice of the correct symbol led to food reward followed by a trial
extension before the nex t trial began. Choice of the incorrect symbol led to
timeout followed by a correction procedure in which the trial was restarted
with the same stimuli and locations as before. In the subsequent IS
sessions. rewards were not immediately given for correctly choosing the
sy mbol but rather were given when the trial extension was completed.
Incorrec t sy mbol choices had the same consequence as before. The trial
terminated at this point with a timeout followed by a correction procedure.
The trial ex tensions were unrelated to the test and were really intended to
train the birds on a superimposed task related to that described by Xia et al.
(2000). These extensions involved showing the correct symbol again
between one and four times in succession, at randomly varying locations,
but with the symbol color and the shape of its surround altered . The aim
was to train the birds to peck the symbol for as many presentations as the

No tone. The average percentages of correct responses for the
separate numerosities 1, 2, 3. and 4 were 78%, 59%, 57%, and
57% respectively. All were significantly above the 25% chance
level : numerosity I, t(4) = 8.77; 2, t(4) = 9.25; 3, 1(4) = 9.44; 4,
1(4) = 4.82; ps < .05 (Figure 5). Compared with the final session
of Training Stage 3, there were no significant differences in
performance (I tests; ps > .05). The birds' performance with the
numerosity stimuli did not appear to depend on assessing the
number of feedback tones. Instead, they must have relied on either
the visual cues of the numerosity stimuli or on the number of their
own pecking actions.
New configurations. The average percentages of correct trials
for the test trials with numerosities I, 2, 3, and 4 were 66%, 63%,
55%, and 67%, respectively. These resu lts were all significantly
above the chance level: numerosity I, 1(4) = 14.06; 2, 1(4) = 8.49;
3, t(4) = 6.00; 4, 1(4) = 5.59; ps < .0 1. Furthermore, there were
no significant differences between these scores and the corresponding scores from training trials in the same sessions, except
for the numerosity 1, 1(4) = 3.20, p < .05 (Figure 6). Thus, the
pigeons' performance did not rely on rote learning of the many
numerosity stimulus configurations used for training. Either array
configuration is unimportant to birds when they discriminate the
number of elements, or the birds' having to peck each element of
the numerosity stimuli may have prevented them from perceiving
and encoding the stimuli as configurations. In the latter case,
pecking each element might have encouraged them to attend more
to the individual elements themselves.
Novel elements. The average performance for test trials during
each of the three phases with novel types of elements is listed in
Table 4 (see also Figure 7). The pigeons showed excellent transfer
in the test trials involving numerosity stimuli composed of squares
instead of circles. At al l numerosities, the percentage of correct
trials was well above chance level. However, with triangles and
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Figure 5. Experiment 2: Comparison of performance plotted as a func tion of the fOllr relevant numerosities during the final Stage 3 of training
and the test with no feedback tone.
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Figure 6. Experiment 2: Perfonnance at each of four numerosities in the
test with new configurations. Scores are from training trials with familiar
stimulus configurations (old) and test trials with new ones (novel).

Fixure 7. Experiment 2: Perfomlance at each of four numerosities during
the novel elements test. The circle was the familiar element previously used

butterflies, the test perfonnance was poor at the lower numerosities
and only reached significance at the higher ones.
Previously, we argued that the pigeons probably did not learn
the stimulus configurations but rather that they paid more attention
to the component elements. Now it appears that at lower but
unaccountably not at higher numerosities, they attended to the
specific fonn of the elements and recognized that the triangles and
butterflies were novel. Initially, the test elements were completely
novel, and they were only presented 20 times during the tests.
Experience in our laboratory has frequently indicated that stimulus
novelty per se tends to disrupt pigeons' performance in categorization tasks. The better overall transfer to the square elements is
likely to be due to a process of stimulus generalization from circles
to squares.
A stimulus property that may have contributed to the generalization between circles and squares was their areas, which were
very similar. However, when pigeons are trained to make relative
quantity judgements, stimulus area acts only as a secondary cue for
them (Emmerton, in press). Human infants who were tested in a
counting task relied on the summed lengths of contours (or perimeters) in the elements of numerosity arrays (Clearfield & Mix,
1999). The perimeter lengths in the present test were most similar
for squares and triangles, rather than squares and circles. Because
performance levels with arrays of squares and triangles were
dissimilar, it is unlikely that the birds relied on stimulus contour as
a cue. The variability in their test results across numerosities (see
Figure 7) suggests that they were not simply discriminating either

stimulus area or contour alone. However, pigeons do often utilize
multiple cues in visual discrimination tasks (Chatlosh & Wasserman, 1993) so that sudden changes in stimulus properties such as
area or shape may have affected stimulus generalization in this
test.
Heterogeneous stimuli. The results of the three stages of this
test are summarized in Figure 8. During the Test I phase, the
pigeons responded on average with 47%, 32%, 40%, and 44%
correct to the test numerosity stimuli I, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
During the subsequent training phase they required 3 to 12 training
sessions (an average of 6.8 sessions) to reach the criterion of 50%
correct trials at each numerosity. Their final perfonnance during
the criterion training sessions was 68%, 64%, 52%, and 70% for
the numerosities 1,2,3, and 4, respectively. Against a chance level
of 25%, t test results were as follows: numerosity I, t(4) =
10.59; 2, t(4) = 13.38; 3, t(4) = 7.22; 4, 1(4) = 16.43; ps < .01
(Figure 8).
Retesting with the heterogeneous stimuli in Test 2 after the
intervening training revealed that all the birds now responded well
above chance level (t tests; ps < .05) . There were no significant
differences between the scores obtained during training with the
homogeneous stimuli and the second test with the heterogeneous
stimuli (t tests; ps > .05). Thus, even if a factor such as stimulus
area had affected the birds' perfonnance in the previous test, the
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Figure 8. Experiment 2: Perfonnance at each of four numerosities in the
three phases of the heterogeneous stimuli test.
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pi geons did not rely solely on that type of cue. The numerosi ty of
the array seemed to be more important. This improved performance with the heterogeneous stimuli no doubt reflected the birds'
increased fa mili arit y with the novel elements through their extended training wit h the homoge neous stimuli . Note, however, that
the birds never received reinforcement feedback with the heterogeneous stimuli because these were onl y presented in unreinforced
test tri als.
Abbreviated present{lfion. Figure 9 presents the results of this
test. For the test trials, the percentages of correct scores were 68%,
55%, 17o/c. and 0'70 for the numerosities 1,2,3, and 4, respectively.
The decline in accuracy to below chance level (i .e., < 25% correct
symbol choices) with the two higher numerosities under the
present conditi ons suggests that the pigeons were not relying on a
holistic percepti on of the numerosity stimuli as arrays. Instead,
they were attending to and pecking at the individual elements
composing them. On the other hand, the fact that the pigeons were
still responding correctly on a proportion of the I, 2, and 3
numerositi es indicates that they were not simply relying on a
time-elapsed principle (i.e., how long they had spent pecking the
numerosity stimulus) nor on a pecking-rhythm principle to choose
the number symbol. If they had done so, they shou ld have produced almost exclusively A-symbol choices to correspond with the
pecking response they had learned to make for a numerosity of I.
Although ac tual response latencies were not recorded, observati ons made during the subsequent symbol-location test of the birds '
pecking at the arrays suggested that the time taken to complete
their responses was quite variable. When the same array was
presented repeated ly on correction trials, for example, the bird
often pecked at the circles in a different order and did not always
choose the nearest one when shifting its respo nding from one
circle to another (see also Xia et aI. , 20(0).
Other experiments with pigeons (Emmerton, 1998) suggest that
they may \'isually scan arrays. In those experiments, the arrays
were presented in pairs on standard pecking keys and consisted of
much sma ller circ les (2.0 - 3.5 mm diameter) than were used here.
Also, the birds onl y had to emit a single peck to the correct
(smaller numerosity) array. The inference that the birds scanned
the arrays was based on the pattern of errors they made when the
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Fig ure 9. Expe riment 2: Performance at each of fo ur numerosi ties during
the abbrev iJ ted present ation test. The legends successive and simultalleous
refer to the birds' ha ving to peck the numerosity ele ments successively o r
havin g to estimate numerosit y during the elements ' simultaneous, abbreviated prese nta ti ons.

spac ing of array elements was manipulated . The implication is that
even if items in arrays are prese nted simultaneously, birds actually
attend to the items seq uentially. whcther they have to pec k each
item or not. Even though the ind ividual items in the arrays used
here were quite largc, they we re also spaced out. Abbreviating the
presentati on time by having the first peck extinguish the array
probably prevented the birds from properly scanning all items in
the array. This can ex plain why performance accuracy decreased
as a fun ction of the number of items in a given test array. More
generally, then, the questi on is whether birds ever process simul taneously presented arrays in a simultaneous, parallel-processing
fashion or whether they effectively process the individual items
sequentially . It remains to be seen whether timing plays a part in
such sequential processing or whether animals can tag items one
after the other and encode their number without using timing
procedures . So far, no test has been proposed tha t can decide
whether a pacemaker-accumul ator model (a timing and counting
model; Meck & Church, 1983: Roberts & Mitchell, 1994) or a
neuronal filtering model (a counting onl y model ; Dehaene &
Changeux, 1993) is the one that most adeq uately accounts for
animal counting performances.
Symbol locations. During the initial five sessions the 4 birds
achieved means on noncorrection trials of 66%, 61 %, and 54%
correct choices for symbols A( = I), B( = 2), and F( = 3), respectively . Although the means for symbols A and B were significantly
above the chance level of 500/c correct ( p < .0 I on a binomial test),
accuracy was still relativel y poor, and performance for the symbol
F did not reach significance (p > .05, binomial test). However,
these discrimination scores were obtained after a long experi mental interruption and with a modified experimental procedure. So
the birds were given additional training sessions. Mean choice
accuracy scores calculated from noncorrection trials for the las t
five of these sessions were 829r (2.0),76% (2.6), and 73% (2.6) for
correct choices of symbols A, B. and F, respectively . They were all
significantly above the chance level of 50% correct (ps < .0 I on
binomial tests). These scores compare well with those obtained
during Stages I and 2 of Experiment I, but they in volved choices
among 2 and then J symbols (Table 2). Although the symbols had
always been presented in fixed positions in Experiment I and pri or
stages of Ex periment 2, the pigeons apparently had learned to
associate a symbol with the various I to 3 numerosity displays. In
earlier stages of the experiments. the symbol s and their locations
provided redundant informati on that could ha ve been linked with
numerosity values. The birds required several thousand trials to
achieve the acquisition cri teria in Ex perimenr 1 (see Table 2) but
had regained their previous performance levels after at most 700
trials (15 sessions) in thi s tes£. It thus seems unlikel y that their
primary associations before the present test were between the array
numerosities and the symbols' locations. Note also that the error
analyses reported previou sly in connection with Ex periment I,
Figure 3, suggested that the pi geo ns had not been primarily relying
on the locations when choosing among the symbol stimuli.
Ge ne ral Discussion
Taken together, the res ults of Ex periments I and 2 show that
pigeons are indeed able to assoc iatc small numerosities with arbitrary numerical symbols. They do thi s in spite of variations in the
characteristics of the numerosity stimuli , such as the shape, size,
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and configuration of the elements, and in the location of the
symbols representing numerosity . As we outlined abo\'e. many of
the studies so far have examined birds' ability (0 make re lati ve
judgments about differences in numerosity (but see, e. g .. Koeh ler,
1941: Pepperberg, 1994). The present results show that pigeons
can also discriminate small sets of elements in terms of the
abso lute number of items these sets contain.
T he abilit y to di scriminate the absolute number of items in a set
is on ly one of the important attributes of counting (Stevens, 195 I).
Howe\'er, before an animal (or preverbal child) is considered to be
capable of counting. other criteria have to be met. First, Gelman
and Gallistel ( 1978) elaborated the principles of counting that were
introd uced by Stevens. Then the criteria for judging whether
animals show evidence of counting on the basis of these principles
were discussed in detail by Davis and Memmott (1982) and Davis
and Perusse ( 1988). According to these authors. re latively few
animals to date have met these criteria (but see also Capaldi &
Miller. 1988).
The results showing that pigeons can discriminate absolute
numbers, at least within the small number range, accord with the
cardinal principle of counting. The use of large, clearly separated
visual elements together with the requirement that the birds peck
direc tl y at each element in the stimulus display ensured that they
processed each item before they chose a symbol. Across varying
trials. their accuracy in choosing the symbol that designated a
particu lar quantity after they had physically tagged each item in a
given set concurred with the one-to-one principle. What is lacking
is a way of ascertaining whether the animals utili ze a progression
of "mental tags" (Thomas & Lorden, 1993) each time they physically respond to an additional item or event in a set consisting of
more than one element (but see Orlov, Yakovlev, Hochstein, &
Zohary,20(0).
Even for the same numerosity, the configuration of the stimulus
di splay of simultaneously presented elements varied across trial s.
The pigeons maintained their acc urate performance leve l in choosing the assigned symbol when they were tested with nove l confi gurations fo r eac h numerosity . These novel configurations, wi th
e leme nts presented at locations that differed at leas t partia ll y from
those of items in familiar training configurations, wou ld have
interfered with any potentia l tendency of birds to res pond to
elements in a fi xed order. Informal observation s suggested that
there was in fact no such tendency. In the event of an incorrect
symbol choice, the same configuration was sho wn again in the
nex t correction trial. Rather than pecking stimulus items on these
correc ti on trials in ex act ly the same order as they had in the
preceding trial , the birds often varied the order of locations to
which they responded. This is what would be expected according
(0 the order-irre levance principle.
The abstraction principle of counting requires that an animal can
accura tely discriminate the absolute number of items in a set for
an y ty pe of items that may constitute the set. With some nove l test
elements (squares instead of the circles in Experiment 2). the birds
showed immediate tran sfer to the new items for all four numcrositi es . With items that were more dissimilar to the training circles
(tri ang les and butterfl ies), a high level of transfer occurred only
with nove l stimulus disp lays that contained se \'era l items. The
birds' poorer transfer withju st one or two of these di ssimil ar items
was attributed to a transient disrupt ive effect of nove l stimulus
features per se. After receiving additional ex posure to the novel

elements, the birds demonstrated th eir abi Iity to numericall y discriminate a variety of different items in heterogeneous sets, as the
abstrac tion principle requires. It wou ld ha ve been interesting to
investigate the pigeons' transfer performa nce with elements they
already knew from some other nonnumeri ca l learning context.
However, the birds used here were ex perimentall y naive at the
beginning of the stud y. Perhaps such prior familiarity with even
hi ghl y di ssimi lar elements would have led to immediate transfer of
discrimi nation across all the numerositi es.
In one respect, however, the results could not provide sufficient
evidence to satisfy one of the countin g principles. Counting includes not just the ability to label cardinal numbers of items in a set
but also assumes ordinality, or the idea that numeri cal symbol s are
themselves perceived as being ordered along a scale representing
small to large numerical amounts. To demonstrate ordinality , or
the stable-order principle, there should ideall y be some evidence
that the birds judged numerositie s to fa ll in the order 1 < 2 <
3 < 4, and correspondingly, A < B < F < G. Even though the
patterning of the error grad ients suggests an orderly numerosity
and symbol dimension, specific tests beyond those performed in
the current ex periments wou ld be required to provide evidence of
whether pigeons have a sense of ordinality wi th respect to numerical symbols. Tests wi th visual arrays as stimuli indicate that
pigeons serially order these arrays according to their numerosity
values (Emmerton et aI. , 1997). Specific tests of ordinality with
rhesus monkeys also show that primates res pond to arrays as if
they are ordered along a numerosity scale (Brannon & Terrace,
2(00) . So far, no animal has been tested for ordinality with
numerical symbols.
The training environment in the present experiments and the
task of associating arbitrary symbol s with computer-generated
visual elements did not resemble a pigeo n's normal ecological
environment. This may be one reason why the birds required a
large amount of training to acq uire the symbolic association .
However, extensive training is also ge nerall y needed before pri mates (Boysen, 1993), parrots (Pepperberg, 1994), or indeed
young children (Gelman & Galli ste l, 1978) are competent at using
symbolic labels to match numerosi ties. The way in which pigeons
(as well as other animals) may use their numeri cal abi lities remains
specu lative. One possibility is that the abi li ty to assess the nUIllber
of visua l items presented simul taneou sly or encountered in succession could contribute to foragin g success. It is less obvious ho w
they might apply an ability to associate a symbol with an abso lute
number of items, although possibl y they could learn that some
specific features of their environment are reliably correlated with
amounts of food to be obtained in that pan of their habitat. But
perhaps the way to think about the issue is that animals li ke the
pi geon may be able to learn to associate ex ternal numerosities like
fl ock sizes with representational symbols with a good reso lution at
low numbers but with increasing fuz ziness at higher numbers.
Perhaps we on ly taught our pigeons to assoc iate cogniti ve codes
for percei vednumerosities with the arbitrary ex ternal symbols we
presented theIll.
Regard less of all these consideration s. the present demonstration
that pigeo ns can associate numerica l s"mbols with numerosity sets
shows that their numerica l competence extends beyond the phy logenetic level that previous studies had hitherto revealed.
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